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Abstract
“Agriculture is the art and science of growing plants and other crops and for food, other human needs, or
economic gain”. India is an agricultural country. Two- third of the population is dependent on agriculture
directly or indirectly. Agriculture playas a vital role in the economy of country but now a day’s various factor
affects the production rate of crop. These factors may be pesticides, rainfall, soil type, nutrients, fertilizer, pH,
what type of land is suitable for a particular crop. In the field of agriculture there are many serious problems are
people face in growing crop today. These problems are- Erosion, Diseases, Pests, Weeds, Drought, Rainfall.
Classification and prediction techniques are applied on metrological-related data and crop related data. Various
predictions can be made on the basis of predicted result which can help in increasing crop production rate. In
this research work, the main focus is on analysis of prediction of wheat crop production of Madhya Pradesh
state on the basis of basic parameter like area harvested, rainfall and soil type by using data mining techniques
for those farmers who cannot afford laboratory test. And also build an efficient model for prediction of wheat
crop production. For implementation of this framework different types of classification and prediction
techniques are used. These techniques are Recursive Partitioning and Regression Tree, Random Forest,
Generalized Linear Model, Neural Network and Support Vector Machine. Among these techniques Random
Forest is more suitable to predict the Wheat Crop Production.

Keywords: Data Mining, Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Generalized Linear Model (GLM), Random
Forest, Recursive Partitioning and regression tree (RPART), Support Vector Machine (SVM), Crop Prediction

1. INTRODUCTION

role in decision making on several issues related to
the agriculture field. Applicability of Data Mining

In agriculture there are many serious problems like-

techniques in agriculture, crop planning, and crop

Erosion, Diseases, Pests, Weeds, Drought, Rainfall

management can change the way of farming

that people face trying to grow food today.

farmers can yield in a much efficient way [4].

Classification and prediction techniques are applied

Data Mining is used in various field of Agriculture-

on metrological-related data and crop-related data

 Prediction Problem

[1]

 Diseases detection

. Various predictions can be made on the basis of

predicted result which can help in increasing crop
production rate. Data Mining plays a significant

 Optimizing the results
 Forecasting Agriculture water consumption

 Data mining is used to find the appropriate
agriculture crop productivity.

Snehal S.Dahikar et. al. in [16] have proposed a
model for crop yield prediction on the basis of area,

 To increase the income of the farmers

production and suggest the fertilizer on the basis of

 Reduce the transport cost

soil parameters (N, P, K) using ANN.

 To

predict

the

climate

change

using

previously stored data set.

SML Venkata Narsimhamurthy et. al. in [23] have
proposed a model for crop yield prediction of
Andhra Pradesh state on the basis of temperature,

2. LITERATURE REVIEW

rainfall and production using Random Forest.

D. Rajesh et. al. in [4] have proposed a method to

P. Priya et. al. in [18] have proposed a model to

extract a pattern from spatial database using k-

predict rice crop yield production on the basis of

means clustering algorithm.

temperature, rainfall and area by using random

A.T.M Shakil Ahamed et. al in [2] have tested few

forest ensemble learning approach.

DM techniques for prediction of the annual yield of

P. Surya et. al. in [14] have proposed a model for

major crops in Bangladesh. In this paper, the

North western zone of Tamilnadu state to predict

clustering technique is used to predict the results.

the area which have highest crop yield production

There

temperature,

rate. This model predicted the production rate on

maximum

the basis of harvested area and production using

are

humidity,

parameters
minimum

such

as

temperature;

temperature, average sunshine, Soil PH and salinity

predictive analytic techniques.

are used to predict the Annual crop production. K-

Lei Shi et. al. in [36] have proposed a model for

means clustering is used by the author for

classification of agriculture data by using support

recommending plant crops in the districts of

author also compares this algorithm with nave

Bangladesh.
Belabed Image et. al. in [3] have proposed an
approach for extracting information by using data
mining

approaches

vector machine classification algorithm. And

in

three

domains,

bioinformatics, medicine, and agriculture industry.
Initially, the variables are clustered to increase the
functionality, and the association rules are used
between the target variables and the previously
identified set of variables.
Miss Snehal S.Dahikar et. al. in [6] used ANN for

Bayes and neural network.

3. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this research paper the data set has been
collected

from

thehttp://www.mp.gov.in.The

attributes in this data set are: - District of Madhya
Pradesh, Year, Area, Production, Rainfall, Soil
type. An efficient model for the prediction of wheat
crop production on the basis of basic parameters
like as Area, Rainfall and Soil type.

crop production on the basis of soil behavior and
author also justified that ANN is better classifier

For the classification and prediction of wheat crop

for crop prediction of Bajara, Soya bean, Corn,

production

Wheat, Rice, Groundnut, Cotton, Sugarcane, Jawar.

techniques are used namely- RPART, GLM, ANN,

Gang Liu et. al. in [17] have proposed a BPN

SVM, and Random Forest. These classification

model for crop yield prediction on the basis of soil

techniques are used with multivariate regression to

parameters like moisture, N, P, K and SOM. This

predict the wheat crop production.

model also described the relationship between soil
behaviours and crop yield.

various

types

of

classification

Figure 2:Random Forest
Figure 1: Work flow of proposed methodology
The classification and predictive approaches tested
for wheat crop data are as follows:
a) RPART: Recursive partitioning is an analytical
method

for

multivariable

analysis

purpose.

Recursive partitioning generates a decision tree and
also generates prediction rules by dividing data into
subparts of data. [30].

variable and one or more input variables. Input
variable may consist categorical and continuous
both types of variables. A regression tree is
alternative of decision trees used for find out real
valued functions. A regression tree is created by
[31]

feature.
Where k<<m.
2. Among the “k” feature calculate the node “d”
using the best split point.
3. Split the node into daughter node using the best
4. Repeat 1 to 3 steps until “1” number of nodes
has been reached.
5. Build forest by repeating steps 1 to 4 for “n”
number times to create “n” number of trees.
Random Forest Prediction Pseudo code-

.

b) Random Forest: Belongs to the family of
supervised learning approaches, suitable for the
classification and regression problems as well.
Basic working ideas behind this approach are
multiple collections of tree-structured classifiers.
Random Forest is ensemble learning method. It is
used when size of dataset is large and the very large
number of input variables approximately hundreds
or thousands [29].

1. Randomly select “k” features from total “m”

split.

Regression techniques consist a single response

using the process of recursive partitioning

Random Forest Pseudo code-

1. Take the next feature and use the rules of each
randomly create decision tree to predict the
outcome and store the predicted outcome.
2. Calculate the votes for each predicted
target.
3. Consider the highest voted predicted target as
the final prediction from the random forest
algorithm.
Where K = selecting feature; m = total number of

d = daughter node which is calculated by Gini

4. RESULTS
Figure 3 show the comparison between the actual

Index.

product and predicted by using Random Forest and

Gini Index is calculated by: -

Figure 4 show the comparison between Actual

features; l = leaf node; n = randomly create tree and

Gini Index=

production which is based on area harvested and

1- ∑𝐶𝑖=1 (Pi)2

the predicted production of the wheat crop on the

c) Generalized Linear Model: Generalized linear

basis of area, rainfall, and soil type by using four

model is a data mining classification tool. In

classifiers- RPART, Random Forest, Generalized

Generalized Linear model various types of non-

Linear Model, Neural Network and Support Vector

linear models may be tested according to the

Machine. Figure 5 shows the accuracy between

regression

RPART, Random Forest, Generalized Linear

theory.

It is

supervised learning

algorithm used for classification and regression

[32]

.

Model, Neural Network and Support Vector
Machine.

d) Artificial Neural Network: An ANN often just
called a neural network. ANN is an efficient and
most used approach in the field of the computing
system. The idea behind the ANN is based on
Biological Neurons in the human brain [16].
It comprised of an interrelated group of neurons
and

process

instruction

using

connectionist

approach to computation. ANN has an adaptive
property because neural network changed their
structure according to internal information or
external information passes through this network
[17]

e)

.
Support

Vector

Machine:

SVM

is

a

Figure 3: Comparison between Actual Production
& Predicted Production by using Random Forest

discriminatory classifier. SVM generates the
hyperplane of data. SVM is a classification
technique which come under the supervised
learning. For generating the rules from the data, the
classification and regression, SVM is a training
algorithm

[33]

. In support vector machine classifier

generates the support vectors which are data points
which are lie at the boundary of an area, that
distinguish one class from another. If the data can
be separate into two distinguish classes or linearly
separable then a unique global minimum value
exist. In support vector machine various kinds of
kernels can be used [34].

Figure 4: Comparison Graph between Actual
Production and Predicted Production

the relationship between the number of truly
classified sample sand the actual number of
samples in the class. It is given by –
𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 =

TP + TN
𝑇𝑃 + 𝑇𝑁 + 𝐹𝑃 + 𝐹𝑁

With the help of given confusion matrix obtained
after experiment accuracy can be calculated as: 𝑨𝒄𝒄𝒖𝒓𝒂𝒄𝒚 =

52+48
52+48+5+1

=94.33%

b) Precision: Precision is defined by the
relationship as the proportion of the TP to the sum
of TP and FP [1]. It is expressed as follows:
Figure 5: Accuracy Comparison
𝑷𝒓𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒔𝒊𝒐𝒏 =

5. RESULT ANALYSIS
Table 1 shows the classification of the dataset on
the basis of soil type by using the Random Forest
and table 2 shows the resultant classification. Table

TP
TP + FP

c) Recall or Sensitivity: The recall is defined by the
relationship as the proportion between the number
of TP and the actual number of samples which are
truly exist to the positive class. It is termed as
“TPR” [1]. It is expressed as follows:

3 shows the Precision, Specificity and Recall of the
𝑺𝒆𝒏𝒔𝒊𝒕𝒊𝒗𝒊𝒕𝒚 𝒐𝒓 𝑹𝒆𝒄𝒂𝒍𝒍𝑥 =

Random Forest.

Table 1:Confusion Matrix on the basis of Soil Type
Class

Positive

Negative

Total

Deep
Mediu
m Black

Positive

52

5

1

&

Alluvial

Medium

Soil

Black

Mixed
Red &
Black
Deep

57
74

Negative

Shallow

𝑇𝑃
TP + FN

48

0

0

0

Medium
Black

49

Shallow
Total

53

53

106

1

16

0

0

Table 2: Resultant Confusion Matrix

Black

Performance Measure:
To

evaluate

the

performance

2

of

&
Medium

0

9

0

classifier

commonly used measures are accuracy, precision,

a) Accuracy of Result: Accuracy defines the degree
of closeness of quantitative measures to the actual
value of this quantity [1]. In the context of
statistics, in the context of statistics, it is defined as

Soil
Mixed

3

0

0

1

Red &
Black

specificity and recall or sensitivity which are being
described below.

Alluvial

d) Specificity: The specificity is defined by the
relationship as the ratio among the number of TN
and the sum of FP and TN. It is the percentage of
incorrect predicted instance. It is termed as “TNR”
[1]. It is expressed as follows:

𝑺𝒑𝒆𝒄𝒊𝒇𝒊𝒄𝒊𝒕𝒚 =

𝑇𝑁
TN + FP
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